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A woman is the most beautiful and

powerful creation that was made by

God. On the 9th of August, we

celebrate women. These women are

our mothers, our sisters, our

daughters and our friends.

Regardless of their shape, size,

profession, economic background,

ethnicity and abilities, all of them,

young and old, are celebrated. This

day brings light to all that women

are and all that they do. However,

somewhere in society, women are

still underestimated and are still

believed to be weaker than men.

Granting, a man exists only because

he had been given birth to by a

woman. Making a life is not an easy

task and women are blessed with

this graceful power and miracle of

creating life itself.
There are many examples of

women achieving heights in

every professional area and all

we need is the recognition and

acknowledgment that is

deserved. 

 

This is the era where we should

recognize the true power of

women and help them to prove

to the world

that they can do anything that

they put their minds to.



In our lives, every woman plays an

important role and the utmost

of them is of a mother. 

A mother’s sacrifices are countless

and everything she does is

ultimately for the well-being,

happiness and comfort of her

family. These sacrifices are priceless

and can never be paid back. 

Women should be appreciated for

sacrificing their own comfort, time

and happiness for the people

around her.

Today’s woman is no longer a

dependent soul; she is Independent

and self-reliant in every respect and

is capable of doing everything

humanly possible. 

Let us recognise the importance of

their existence and encourage them

for the future achievements in

generations of women to come.

National women’s day is the day

that was created specially in

dedication to the women of South

Africa, praising them for the

remarkable efforts

that they put in toward making the

world a better place. 

The presence of a woman has a

strong impact on society and

everyone she meets. A woman is not

only known as a wife neither is she

defined by any man, she is someone

who radiates love, affection and an

overwhelming sense of belonging to

whomever crosses her path. 

Women are the perfect entities to

be celebrated.



 

In the past decade women have

been able to showcase themselves

intellectually and holistically in such

an impeccable manner that the

outlook of people has widened and

changed to recognize and

acknowledge the deeds done

by women overall for themselves

and for society. 

 

It is celebrated to enhance the

worldwide awareness about women,

their rights, their contributions,

importance of education for them,

their career opportunities and much

more.

 

Opportunity for the celebration of

Women’s Day cannot be defined as

the endeavours done by women as

it can never ever be compared to

that of a man. 

 

Talk about a relation and you will

have endless struggles that the

woman put in for it. 

 

Work front or home front every

place has a special non-expendable

role that women play.

Women have continuously

struggled to set a strong image for

themselves through the past

decades and to display their worth. 

 

Women have been fighting for their

rights and standing strong together

to prove that they can fit into any

role that they are placed in. 

 

This Women’s Day we celebrate the

inspiring political strength, female

solidarity and inner fortitude of

South African women who

continues to help this country move

forward.
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